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DAY 1

Grimsosen

The power route over the Berge mountains
The power route takes you from the proud industrial town
of Høyanger to the dam constructions on the Berge mountains. From Grimsosen the hike goes over the ridge between
Toppenhytta and Skålebotn, with a magnificent view of Høyangsfjord, Sognefjord and the mountain area of Stølsheimen
in the distance. This is a family friendly hike at 10 km and
about 250 m elevation gain. Starting in Høyanger the hike
is about 13,5 km long and medium hard with an elevation
gain of 700 m. The trail has trail markers. For a more detailed
description of the hike, visit www.larsgardentunhotell.no

The farms on Berge owned parts of the land which laid
the foundation for industrial emergence in Høyanger.
Larsgarden yearly gets electricity equivalent of 1 horsepower as a compensation for the powerlines constructed
on the property of the farm in the nearby mountains.
In periods of housing shortage in Høyanger, Larsgarden
rented out housing for industrial workers and their families. For a shorter period of time the farm also had a
small village shop in Bergsvika, which was a port of call
for boats on Sognefjorden.
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At Larsgarden you can breathe freely high
above the Sognefjord, stretch your feet in the
meadow and gaze at the changing weather.
Larsgarden Tunhotell was founded on the basis
of love of the farm, and the hostess Janne Elin
Osland is the 12. generation at Berge. Berge
lies on a plateau in the mountain about 200
altitude metres above Nordeide where the
Høyangsfjord meets the Sognefjord. We lay
stone on stone, as great Grandfather Lars did
when he built all the stone walls on the farm.
Larsgarden Tunhotell offers guests overnight
stays in the main farmhouse from 1901.
The manner is simple and cozy, the beds
comfortable, and the view is breathtaking. The
Larsgarden buildings has a personal and warm
character, and the view from the veranda is a
vision you can only dream of.
Our sparkling and creative chef Pernille Yulie
Baatard serves tasteful food with vegetables,
berries and fruit from the garden, fish from the
fjord, and deer from the woods.

Larsgarden

10 kilometres
250m elevation gain

A stay at Larsgarden Tunhotell
The power route over the Berge mountains is a great combination with two nights at Larsgarden
Tunhotell. Here one is welcome to find peace at Larsgrden and stroll along the farm roads at Berge.
We offer refreshing beverages at the veranda or in the garden, while breakfast and dinner is served
in the historic dining room.
Price per person in a double room is 2850,- NOK. The price includes two nights with breakfast, one
three course dinner, packed lunch for the hike and transport to the starting point at Grimsosen. Beverages for dinner comes in addition. The sons at the farm can be commissioned as guides for the hike.
In the 2021 season we only rent out to groups of a minimum of 6 persons or buy-out.
We have 12 beds + extra bed. For more information, to book your stay or possibly a guide, contact
janne-elin@larsgardentunhotell.no. See also www.larsgardentunhotell.no for more information.

